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SUMMARY

The patterning of tissues to form subdivisions
with distinct and homogeneous regional identity
is potentially disrupted by cell intermingling.
Transplantation studies suggest that homogeneous
segmental identity in the hindbrain is maintained by
identity switching of cells that intermingle into
another segment. We show that switching occurs
during normal development and is mediated by
feedback between segment identity and the retinoic
acid degrading enzymes, cyp26b1 and cyp26c1.
egr2, which specifies the segmental identity of rhom-
bomeres r3 and r5, underlies the lower expression
level of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 in r3 and r5 compared
with r2, r4, and r6. Consequently, r3 or r5 cells that
intermingle into adjacent segments encounter cells
with higher cyp26b1/c1 expression, which we find
is required for downregulation of egr2b expression.
Furthermore, egr2b expression is regulated in r2,
r4, and r6 by non-autonomous mechanisms that
depend upon the number of neighbors that express
egr2b. These findings reveal that a community regu-
lation of retinoid signaling maintains homogeneous
segmental identity.

INTRODUCTION

The complex organization of the adult body arises during devel-

opment by formation of distinct tissues at different locations,

many of which are then further subdivided into domains with a

specific regional identity. Such regionalization occurs along the

anterior-posterior (A-P) axis of the vertebrate central nervous

system to form subdivisions that are demarcated by sharp bor-

ders. A-P patterning of the neural epithelium is achieved through

graded cell signaling, mediated by retinoic acid (RA) and mem-

bers of the Fgf and Wnt families (Tuazon and Mullins, 2015),

which regulates the spatial expression of transcription factors

that specify regional identity (Parker and Krumlauf, 2017; Tumpel

et al., 2009). However, at early stages the borders between

different subdivisions are ragged and there can be overlapping

expression of transcription factors that confer different identities.
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This imprecision is likely due in part to variability in the formation

and interpretation of gradients of signals. In addition, the

proliferation and intercalation of cells during tissue growth and

morphogenesis can potentially scramble the pattern by causing

intermingling of cells between adjacent regions. This raises the

questions of how, despite these challenges, a sharp border

forms at the interface of subdivisions, and each subdivision

acquires a homogeneous regional identity. Insights into under-

lying mechanisms have come from studies of the vertebrate

hindbrain.

The hindbrain is subdivided into seven segments, termed rhom-

bomeres (r1–r7), which underlie the organization and A-P specifi-

cation of neurons and branchial neural crest cells (Lumsden and

Krumlauf, 1996). Regionalization of the hindbrain is established

by graded Fgf and RA signaling, which regulates the spatial

expression of a network of transcription factors that underlie the

formation and A-P identity of hindbrain segments, including

Egr2 (Krox20), MafB, and Hox family members (Tumpel et al.,

2009). Initially, there is some overlap at borders between hoxb1

expression in r4, and egr2 expression in r3 and r5, which is

resolved by mutual repression such that cells express one or

the other transcription factor (Giudicelli et al., 2001; Labalette

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2012). The borders of egr2 expression

in r3 and r5 are raggedwhen first detected, and thenprogressively

become sharp and straight (Cooke andMoens, 2002; Irving et al.,

1996; Kemp et al., 2009). This sharpening is driven by signaling

between segmentally expressed Eph receptors and ephrins that

segregates cells and prevents intermingling across borders

(Cooke et al., 2001, 2005; Kemp et al., 2009; Xu et al., 1995,

1999), potentially through regulation of cell adhesion, tension,

and/or repulsion (Calzolari et al., 2014; Cayuso et al., 2015;

Fagotto et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2017). Computer simulations

suggest that cell segregation and the resolution of cell identity

have synergistic roles in border sharpening (Wang et al., 2017).

A further mechanism required to establish segments with

homogeneous identity was suggested by the results of clonal

analyses in the chick hindbrain. Once rhombomeres are seen

at the morphological level, intermingling of cells is restricted

across segment borders, but the progeny of individual cells

labeled at earlier stages can contribute to adjacent segments

(Fraser et al., 1990). The finding that some intermingling occurs

between hindbrain segments implies that cells that move into

another segment acquire an identity in accordance with their

new A-P location. Direct evidence for an ability of hindbrain

cells to switch A-P identity has come from transplantation
r(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
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experiments in mouse and zebrafish embryos. It was found that

when single cells are transplanted between hindbrain segments,

they downregulatemarkers of their site of origin and switch to the

identity of their new location (Kemp et al., 2009; Schilling et al.,

2001; Trainor and Krumlauf, 2000). In zebrafish, cells can switch

identity at early stages of segmentation (11.5 hr post fertilization

[hpf]), but this plasticity progressively decreases at later stages

(14–16.5 hpf) (Schilling et al., 2001). In contrast to single cells,

groups of cells transplanted between segments maintain their

original identity, suggestive of a community regulation of cell

identity (Schilling et al., 2001; Trainor and Krumlauf, 2000).

Such community effects have been found in other contexts to

be mediated by positive feedback between transcription factors

and intercellular signals that regulate cell identity (Bolouri and

Davidson, 2010; Buckingham, 2003; Cossu et al., 1995; Gurdon,

1988; Standley et al., 2001). Through non-autonomous induction

of transcription factor expression, this feedback promotes a ho-

mogeneous identity within a field of cells (Bolouri and Davidson,

2010). Interestingly, mosaic overexpression of egr2 in the chick

hindbrain induces egr2 expression in neighboring cells (Giudicelli

et al., 2001), but the molecular basis of this non-autonomous

induction is not known.

The findings from transplantation experiments have led to the

idea that cell identity switching could act in parallel with cell

segregation to establish sharp and homogeneous segments

(Cooke andMoens, 2002; Pasini andWilkinson, 2002). However,

it is unclear to what extent intermingling of cells between seg-

ments occurs during normal development. egr2 has a key role

in hindbrain segmentation through specification of r3 and r5

identity (Schneider-Maunoury et al., 1993; Voiculescu et al.,

2001) and is a direct transcriptional regulator of ephA4 (Theil

et al., 1998), which underlies cell segregation (Cooke et al.,

2005; Xu et al., 1995, 1999). It is therefore likely that intermingling

between segments is confined to the time period before there

has been sufficient upregulation of EphA4 to drive cell segrega-

tion. Consistent with findings in chick (Fraser et al., 1990), some

isolated cells expressing egr2 or egr2-cre reporter are detected

in even-numbered segments in the mouse hindbrain (Irving

et al., 1996; Voiculescu et al., 2001). However, recent work has

suggested that there is no intermingling between hindbrain

segments in zebrafish, and therefore cell identity switching

does not occur (Calzolari et al., 2014). In this study, tracking of

cells in time-lapse movies from 11 hpf did not detect intermin-

gling between segments, and fluorescent reporter expression

driven downstream of egr2was not detected in any cells in adja-

cent segments (Calzolari et al., 2014). However, interpretation of

these findingsmay be limited by timing of the analyses, asmech-

anisms that restrict cell intermingling may already be in place by

11 hpf and prior to detectable expression of the transgenic

reporters.

We set out to analyze the role and mechanisms of cell identity

switching in establishment of homogeneous segmental identity.

By using genome modification to create an early reporter of egr2

expression, we show that cell intermingling and identity switch-

ing occurs during hindbrain segmentation in zebrafish. egr2

expression is regulated by a combination of A-P location and

non-autonomous mechanisms that depend upon the number

of neighbors that express egr2. We uncover a crucial role of

RA-degrading enzymes, cyp26b1 and cyp26c1, which we
show are regulated by egr2 and are required for identity switch-

ing of r3 and r5 cells that intermingle into adjacent segments.

These findings reveal that coupling between segment identity

and retinoid signaling enables homogeneous segmental identity

to be maintained despite intermingling of cells.

RESULTS

Cell Intermingling and Identity Switching Occurs in the
Zebrafish Hindbrain
In zebrafish, egr2 is upregulated in prospective r3 and then r5,

starting at 10–11 hpf respectively, and the initially ragged bor-

ders of egr2 gene expression are sharpened over a 2 hr period

(Cooke and Moens, 2002; Kemp et al., 2009; Zhang et al.,

2012). Some ectopic egr2-expressing cells are detected in

even-numbered segments, which potentially could segregate

back to r3 or r5 or switch identity. To create an early-expressed

reporter of cells with r3 or r5 identity, we used an enhancer trap

strategy in which H2B-Citrine with a minimal promoter was in-

serted upstream of the egr2b gene by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated

recombination (Figure 1A). This was found to drive reporter

expression in r3 and r5. To maximize reporter expression, we

created a line homozygous for egr2b:H2B-Citrine. In situ hybrid-

ization reveals that citrine and egr2b transcripts are concurrently

expressed in r3 and r5 from the earliest time that egr2b expres-

sion is detected (Figures 1B–1O). Importantly, this analysis

reveals that insertion of the reporter gene has not blocked

expression of egr2b. Comparison of time-lapse movies with in

situ hybridization data reveals that citrine fluorescence is first

seen �1 hr after detection of egr2 transcripts.

Due to the high stability of H2B fusions with fluorescent re-

porters (Brennand et al., 2007; Ninov et al., 2012), H2B-Citrine

will perdure in any cells that have intermingled and downregu-

lated egr2b transcripts. Analysis of time-lapse movies reveals

the presence of some isolated cells with Citrine fluorescence

within even-numbered segments, which have not segregated

back to r3 or r5 by 16 hpf (Figure 1). When these cells are

back-tracked, they are found to already be surrounded by non-

expressing cells at the earliest time point at which Citrine fluores-

cence can be detected (Figures 1P–1S). This suggests that inter-

mingling into adjacent segments occurs at early stages, during

convergent-extension movements in which there is extensive

intercalation of cells (Kimmel et al., 1994). Since egr2 expression

is being upregulated during this period of convergent extension

(Figures 1B–1E), the 1 hr delay in accumulating sufficient Citrine

protein for direct detectionmay limit the ability to detect cells that

have intermingled and then downregulated egr2b transcripts,

which have a half-life of �30 min (Bouchoucha et al., 2013).

Based on these findings, we increased sensitivity of detection

by immunostaining for Citrine protein, and found that at 17 hpf

there are 2–6 isolated Citrine-expressing cells per even-

numbered segment (Figures 2A and 2C). As predicted from pre-

vious studies, knockdown of EphA4 increases cell intermingling

between segments, with 8–13 cells expressing Citrine reporter

per even-numbered segment (Figures 2B and 2C). To determine

whether ectopic Citrine-expressing cells have maintained or

changed identity, we carried out in situ hybridization for egr2b

and hoxb1a transcripts. We found that Citrine-expressing cells

in even-numbered segments do not express egr2b, and when
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Figure 1. Generation of egr2b Gene Trap Expressing H2B-Citrine

(A) CRISPR-mediated insertion of a donor construct with cFos minimal promoter and H2B-Citrine upstream of the transcriptional start site of egr2b to generate

the Tg[egr2b:H2B-Citrine] line.

(B–O) In situ hybridization to detect egr2b (B–H) and citrine (I–O) transcripts in Tg[egr2b:H2B-Citrine] embryos from 10 to 15 hpf. Embryos are flat-mounted with

anterior to the left.

(P–S) Selected frames from a time-lapse movie of a Tg[egr2b:H2B-Citrine] embryo acquired from 12 hpf (t = 0 min) for 280 min. A higher resolution image

was captured at the final time point (S). Below each panel is a magnified view of the indicated areas (i, ii), with arrowheads pointing at three examples of

H2B-Citrine-expressing cells that are ectopic at the final time point. When first detected, these cells are already surrounded by non-expressing cells. Most of the

H2B-Citrine-expressing cells seen posterior to r5 are egr2-expressing neural crest cells. Scale bars: 50 mm.
present in r4 express hoxb1a, and have therefore switched

to r4 identity (Figure 2D).

Cell Organization Influences Non-autonomous
Induction of egr2b Expression
Our findings reveal that at early stages there is some intermin-

gling of cells expressing egr2b into adjacent segments, and

these ectopic cells switch identity. This raises the question of

how cell identity switching is regulated. Since the initial pattern
608 Developmental Cell 45, 606–620, June 4, 2018
of segmental identities is established by graded signaling

(Hernandez et al., 2007; White et al., 2007; White and Schilling,

2008), one potential mechanism for switching is that cells

respond to the amount of signal present at their new location.

However, this model does not explain why groups of trans-

planted cells do not switch identity (Schilling et al., 2001; Trainor

and Krumlauf, 2000). Experiments in chick embryos suggest that

egr2 could be a component of a community regulation of cell

identity since forced mosaic expression of egr2 in r2, r4, and r6
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Figure 2. Cell Identity Switching of Ectopic

egr2:H2B-Citrine-Expressing Cells

(A and B) Maximum intensity projections of

typical uninjected (A) and ephA4 morphant (B) Tg

[egr2b:H2B-Citrine] embryos at 17 hpf, with

H2B-Citrine protein detected using anti-GFP

antibody. Lateral views of the same embryos

are shown in (A0) and (B0). Examples of Citrine-

positive cells outside r3 and r5 are indicated by

arrowheads.

(C) Quantification of isolated ectopic Citrine-

positive cells in uninjected and ephA4 morphant

embryos. Mean numbers with 95% confidence

intervals are shown. Asterisks indicate statistical

significance determined by Welsh’s t test: r2,

p = 0.0014; r4, p = 0.0017; r6, p = 0.0016; total

isolated ectopic cells in r2, r4, and r6, p = 0.0002.

n = 18 embryos (uninjected), n = 11 embryos

(ephA4 morphants).

(D) Double in situ hybridization reveals that

isolated Citrine-expressing cells (green in D%,

arrowheads in D, D00) in r2, r4, and r6 of ephA4

morphant Tg[egr2b:H2B-Citrine] embryos have

downregulated egr2b transcripts (blue in D,

grayscale in D0; 105/121 cells). Citrine-expressing

cells located in r4 have upregulated hoxb1a

(magenta in D, scale in D00). Single slices from a

confocal z stack are shown. Scale bars: 50 mm.
induces egr2 expression in adjacent cells (Giudicelli et al., 2001).

We therefore analyzed whether egr2 expression is influenced by

interactions with neighboring cells.

We first tested whether non-autonomous induction of egr2

expression occurs in the zebrafish hindbrain. To achieve sus-

tained expression of myc-tagged Egr2b, we used a pax3 regula-

tory element (CNE1) that drives gene expression in the dorsal

neural epithelium (Moore et al., 2013). Injection of this construct

into zebrafish embryos led to mosaic ectopic expression of

egr2b. We found that, at 12.5 hpf, cells ectopically expressing

egr2b are scattered, and that endogenous egr2b is upregulated

in adjacent cells in r2, r4, and r6 (Figure 3A). In contrast, by 17 hpf

the egr2b-overexpressing cells have segregated to the borders

of even-numbered segments, and non-autonomous induction

of egr2b no longer occurs (Figure 3B). One potential explanation

for this lack of non-autonomous induction is that it is influenced

by the proportion of neighboring cells that express egr2b.

Another possibility is that cells no longer respond to signaling

from egr2-expressing cells as they have reduced plasticity at

the later stage (Schilling et al., 2001). Since segregation of

egr2b-expressing cells is mediated by EphA4 (Cooke et al.,

2005; Theil et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1995), they can be maintained

in a dispersed state by simultaneous knockdown of ephA4. We

found that, in this situation, non-autonomous induction of

egr2b occurs at 17 hpf (Figure 3C).

To further test the relationship between cell organization and

non-autonomous egr2 induction, we created embryos that

have mosaic ectopic expression of the endogenous egr2 gene.

We took advantage of the finding that egr2 gene regulation
involves an autoregulatory element that maintains expression

following an initial pulse of egr2 expression (Bouchoucha et al.,

2013; Chomette et al., 2006). We established a transgenic line

with heat-shock-regulated egr2b (hs-egr2b) and used this to

induce an early pulse of egr2b expression, which leads to

ectopic expression of endogenous egr2b in even-numbered

segments (Figures 3D and 3E) (Bouchoucha et al., 2013; Chom-

ette et al., 2006). We transplanted labeled wild-type cells into the

hs-egr2 line, induced egr2b expression, and analyzed whether

there is non-autonomous induction of egr2 expression in wild-

type cells present in even-numbered segments (Figure 3F). We

found that wild-type cells express egr2b if intermingled with

hs-egr2b cells (Figure 3G), but groups of wild-type cells do not

upregulate egr2b (Figure 3H). Taken together, these findings

suggest that non-autonomous induction of egr2b expression in

even-numbered segments depends upon having a sufficient

number of neighbors that are expressing egr2b.

In view of these findings, we wondered whether cells downre-

gulate egr2b expression when surrounded by non-expressing

cells, as occurs when they intermingle into adjacent segments.

Since autoregulation is required to sustain expression, knock-

down of egr2b leads to loss of egr2b expression in r3 and to a

lesser extent in r5 by 17 hpf, leading to depletion of r3 and r5 ter-

ritory, whereas markers of r2 and r4 identity are still expressed

(Figure S2) (Bouchoucha et al., 2013; Chomette et al., 2006).

By transplanting wild-type cells into egr2b morphant embryos

(Figure 4A), we created embryos in which only some cells are

competent to maintain egr2b expression. We found that even

small groups of wild-type cells present at the border of r2 and
Developmental Cell 45, 606–620, June 4, 2018 609
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(A–C) Embryos injected with CNE1:egr2b-Myc and fixed at various time points to detect endogenous egr2b transcripts. At 12 hpf (A), endogenous egr2b gene

expression (magenta) is upregulated in cells overexpressing Egr2b-Myc (green nuclei) and non-autonomous upregulation of egr2b is also observed in adjacent

cells (hollow arrowheads, Ai and Aii). DAPI staining (grayscale) is shown in (Ai0) and (Aii0). By 17 hpf (B), Egr2b-Myc-expressing cells become segregated to the

borders of r3 and r5, and non-autonomous upregulation of egr2b is no longer observed in adjacent cells (Bi and Bii, solid arrowheads). Knockdown of ephA4

(see also Figure S1) in embryos injected with CNE1:egr2b-Myc (C) causes cells overexpressing Egr2b-Myc to remain dispersed throughout the neuroepithelium

at 17 hpf and non-autonomous upregulation of egr2b is now observed (Ci and Cii, hollow arrowheads).

(D–H) Transient expression of egr2b by heat shock of Tg[hsp70:egr2b-Myc] embryos (hs-egr2b) at 11.3 hpf induces upregulation of endogenous egr2b in

r2, r4, and r6 (E); compare with control embryo shown in (D). H2B-GFP labeled wild-type donor cells were transplanted into hs-egr2b embryos at 4 hpf,

which were heat shocked at 11.3 hpf to induce widespread expression of egr2b (F). Wild-type donor cells in r2 upregulate endogenous egr2b non-

autonomously when isolated or dispersed (G, H, hollow arrowheads) but not when clustered together, indicated by the region encircled by white dashed

line in (H). White dashed lines in (E), (G), and (H) indicate presumptive rhombomere borders. Single slices from a confocal z stack are shown. Scale

bars: 50 mm.
r4 are able to express egr2b (r3* in Figure 4B). As a further test,

we prevented clustering of egr2-expressing cells by carrying out

analogous experiments with ephA4morphant cells transplanted

into egr2 morphant embryos (Figure 4C). We found that egr2b-

expressing cells were still present, even when organized as
610 Developmental Cell 45, 606–620, June 4, 2018
single cells at the border of r2 and r4 (Figure 4D). Thus, egr2b

expression can be maintained in cells at the normal A-P location

of r3 when surrounded by cells which are not expressing egr2b.

This suggests that A-P patterning of cell identity is dominant over

community signaling.
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Egr2b Regulates the Segmental Expression Level of
cyp26b1 and cyp26c1

Our findings raise the question of how egr2 expression can occur

in single cells at the correct A-P location but is downregulated in

isolated cells present in even-numbered segments, whereas

groups of cells can maintain segmental identity in an ectopic

location. Previous studies have shown that a high posterior to

low anterior gradient of RA has a key role in establishing

segmental identity in the hindbrain (Tumpel et al., 2009; White

and Schilling, 2008). A gradient of RA is created by a counter-

gradient of the RA-degrading enzyme, cyp26a1, which is regu-

lated by RA and Fgf signaling (White et al., 2007). Two other fam-

ily members, cyp26b1 and cyp26c1, are expressed in dynamic

segmental patterns in the hindbrain, and unlike cyp26a1 are

not direct targets of RA signaling (Gu et al., 2005; Hernandez

et al., 2007; Sirbu et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2005). This dynamic

regulation of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression may also estab-

lish a gradient of RA that underlies A-P patterning (Hernandez

et al., 2007; Sirbu et al., 2005). Since knockdown of cyp26b1

or cyp26c1 only leads to changes in segment identity when com-

bined with loss of cyp26a1 function (Hernandez et al., 2007),

these cyp26 familymembers have overlapping roles in regulating

RA levels. We speculated that cyp26b1 and cyp26c1may have a

further role in which they are regulated by segment identity

genes, and act in a homeostatic feedbackmechanism that main-
Develop
tains an RA level appropriate for the A-P

position. Furthermore, by acting as a

sink for RA, Cyp26 enzymes can have

non-autonomous effects by influencing

RA levels in adjacent cells (Rydeen

et al., 2015; Rydeen and Waxman, 2014;

White et al., 2007). We therefore

wondered whether there is feedback

between egr2 and cyp26 genes that con-

tributes to regulation of the segmental

identity of cells.

To test this idea, we carried out

loss and gain of function experiments

to determine whether cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 expression is regulated by

egr2. cyp26b1 is expressed in r2-r4, at
lower levels in r2 and r3 than in r4 (Figures 5A and 5E), and

cyp26c1 is expressed in r2, r4, and r6, with lower expression in

r3 and r5 (Figures 5C and 5G). Thus collectively, cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 are expressed at lower levels in r3 and r5 than in r2,

r4, and r6. We found that, following egr2 knockdown, cyp26b1

expression in r3 increases to the same level as in r4 (Figures

5B and 5F), and cyp26c1 expression increases in r3 and r5 (Fig-

ures 5D and 5H). In gain of function experiments, we induced an

early pulse of egr2b expression using the hs-egr2b transgenic

line, such that endogenous egr2b is upregulated throughout

the hindbrain (Figure 3E). We found that, in this situation,

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression is lower in r4, and now at

the same level as in r3, and that cyp26c1 expression also de-

creases in r2 and r6 (Figures 5I–5P). The results of these loss

and gain of function experiments reveal that egr2b underlies

the lower level of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression in r3 and

r5 compared with r2, r4, and r6.

Feedback Occurs between egr2b Expression and RA
Signaling
The above findings suggest a model in which the repression of

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression by egr2 leads to an increased

level of RA, which in turn enables maintenance of egr2 expres-

sion. To test this, we analyzed whether RA signaling contributes

to the regulation of endogenous egr2b expression in r2, r4, and
mental Cell 45, 606–620, June 4, 2018 611
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Figure 5. Relationships between egr2, cyp26b1,

cyp26c1, and RA Signaling

(A–H) Effect of egr2a plus egr2b knockdown (egr2 morpholino

oligonucleotides [MO]) on cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression.

egr2 knockdown increases the level of cyp26b1 expression in r3

(black arrowhead) at 13 hpf (B) and 15 hpf (F), and of cyp26c1

in r3 and r5 (black arrowheads) at 13 hpf (D) and 15 hpf

(H) compared with control embryos (A, C, E and G). r3* and r5* in

(B), (D), (F), and (H) refer to the region specified as r3 or r5 in the

presence of egr2.

(I–P) Expression of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 in control embryos and

after induction of widespread egr2 expression by heat shock of

hs-egr2b embryos at 11.3 hpf. Widespread expression of egr2b

leads to reduction of cyp26b1 expression in r4 (black arrowhead)

at 13 hpf (J), and 15 hpf (N) comparedwith control embryos (I and

M). Similarly, cyp26c1 expression is reduced in r2, r4, and, to a

lesser extent, in r6 (black arrowheads) at 13 hpf (L) and 15 hpf (P)

in comparison with control embryos (K and O).

(Q–T) hs-egr2b embryos subjected to heat shock at 11.3 hpf in

the presence (S and T) or absence (Q and R) of the pan-RAR

antagonist AGN193109. Endogenous egr2b expression was

analyzed at 16.5 hpf. In DMSO-treated control embryos,

endogenous egr2b is expressed in r2, r4, and r6, but to a lesser

extent in ventral r4 (Q and R). In AGN193109-treated embryos,

expression of endogenous egr2b in r2, r4, and r6 is more het-

erogeneous and there are patches of cells that do not express

endogenous egr2b (black arrowheads in S and T).

Embryos in (A)–(P) are flat-mounted with anterior to the top;

embryos in (Q) and (S) are flat-mounted with anterior to the left;

embryos in (R) and (T) are side-mounted with anterior to the left.

Dashed lines in (Q)–(T) indicate presumptive rhombomere

borders. Scale bars: 50 mm.
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Figure 6. cyp26b1, cyp26c1, and hoxb1 Knockdown Increases Ectopic egr2-Expressing Cells

(A–D) egr2b expression in 17 hpf embryos in which cyp26b1 and cyp26c1were knocked down, comparedwith control morphants. Dorsal (A–D) and lateral (A0–D0 )
maximum intensity projections are shown. Knockdown of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 causes an increased number of egr2b-expressing cells in r2, r4 and r6 (B and B0 )
compared with control embryos (A and A0); see also Figure S3. Combined knockdown of cyp26b1, cyp26c1, and ephA4 increases the number of egr2b

expressing cells in r2 and r4 (D and D0) compared with ephA4 morphant embryos (C and C0) and cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1 knockdown alone (B and B0).

(legend continued on next page)
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r6 that is induced by a pulse of hs-egr2b expression. In control

embryos, this leads to sustained egr2 expression throughout

the hindbrain due to transcriptional autoregulation of the egr2

gene (Bouchoucha et al., 2013; Chomette et al., 2006), which

at 16.5 hpf is uniform, except for low levels in ventral r4 (Figures

5Q and 5R). We used a chemical blocker to inhibit retinoic acid

receptor (RAR) following the pulse of egr2 expression and found

that this does not alter expression in r3 or r5, but has a striking

effect in even-numbered segments at 16.5 hpf. We found that

there is lower expression of egr2b in even-numbered segments

compared with controls, with the strongest decrease in r4 (Fig-

ures 5S and 5T). Interestingly, following RAR inhibition, the level

of egr2b expression is no longer homogeneous in r2, r4, and r6,

and is organized in stripes of high and low expression. These

findings suggest that, in addition to direct transcriptional autore-

gulation, ectopic egr2b expression in r2, r4, and r6 is promoted

by positive feedback through downregulation of cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 and increased RA signaling.

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 Contribute to Cell Identity
Switching
The finding that low RA signaling antagonizes the maintenance

of egr2 expression in r2, r4, and r6 suggests a potential basis

for cell identity switching. r3 or r5 cells that intermingle into

even-numbered segments encounter territory with higher

cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1 expression and thus lower RA levels,

and this may contribute to downregulation of egr2 expression.

To test this, we analyzed the effect of knocking down cyp26b1

and cyp26c1. We found that cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1 knockdown

leads to an increased number of egr2b-expressing cells in r2, r4,

and r6 (Figures 6A, 6B, and 6E), thoughwith only a small increase

in r6. This phenotype is also seen in embryos that are null mu-

tants for cyp26c1 (Figure S3). As a further test, we increased

the amount of cell intermingling between segments by carrying

out analogous experiments with simultaneous knockdown of

ephA4. We found that, when cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 knockdown

is combined with the loss of ephA4 function, there is a 4-fold in-

crease in the number of ectopic egr2b-expressing cells in r2 and

r4, but not in r6, compared with cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1 knock-

down only (Figures 6C–6E). These findings support that identity

switching of egr2b-expressing cells present in r2 or r4 requires

RA signaling regulated by cyp26b1 and cyp26c1.

Our findings raise the question of how retinoid signaling affects

egr2 expression in even-numbered segments, since dissection

of gene regulatory elements has not found a direct input of RA
(E) Mean number of egr2b-expressing cells in even-numbered segments with 95%

cells that have initially intermingled, we counted egr2-expressing cells adjacent

determined byWelsh’s t test. For cyp26b1 and cyp26c1morphants (n = 40) compa

all misplaced egr2b-expressing cells, p < 0.0001. For ephA4, cyp26b1, and cyp

p < 0.0001; r4, p = 0.01; r6, p = 0.31; total, p = 0.0001.

(F–H) Knockdown of hoxb1a and hoxb1b (hoxb1MO) increases the number of egr2

embryos (F). hoxb1 knockdown does not affect cyp26b1 or cyp26c1 expressio

confidence intervals. Asterisks indicate statistical significance determined by We

hoxb1 morphants, n = 26.

(I–M) Knockdowns in the egr2b:H2B-Citrine line followed by detection of Citrine pr

bottom right of each panel is a magnified view of the egr2b transcript signal in th

mingling, ectopic Citrine-expressing cells do not express detectable egr2b transc

ephA4 knockdown is combined with hoxb1 (J and K) or cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1 kno

detectable egr2b transcripts, and filled arrowheads Citrine-expressing cells that
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(Bouchoucha et al., 2013; Chomette et al., 2006). One potential

explanation is that RA signaling in even-numbered segments

promotes expression of a repressor of egr2 gene expression.

hoxb1 is a good candidate to mediate such a mechanism in r4

since it is directly regulated by retinoid signaling (Marshall

et al., 1994; Studer et al., 1994; Tumpel et al., 2009) and re-

presses egr2 expression (Giudicelli et al., 2001; Labalette

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2012). We therefore carried out knock-

down of hoxb1a and hoxb1b. We found that hoxb1 knockdown

does not alter cyp26b1 or cyp26c1 expression (Figure S4) but

leads to an increase in the number of isolated egr2-expressing

cells in r4 (Figures 6F–6H).

Taken together, these findings suggest that cyp26b1,

cyp26c1, and hoxb1mediate identity switching of r3 and r5 cells

that have intermingled into adjacent segments. To directly test

this, we carried out knockdowns in the egr2:H2B-Citrine line fol-

lowed by detection of citrine protein and egr2 transcripts. As

shown previously (Figure 2), egr2 transcripts are not detected

in citrine-expressing cells that have intermingled into r4 following

ephA4 knockdown (Figure 6I). In contrast, egr2 transcripts are

detected in ectopic Citrine-expressing cells following knock-

down of hoxb1 (Figures 6J and 6K) or cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1

(Figures 6L and 6M).

DISCUSSION

Transplantation experiments in the hindbrain revealed plasticity

in cell fate specification, which could enable homogeneous

segmental identity to bemaintained despite intermingling of cells

across segment borders. To study whether cell intermingling

and identity switching occurs during normal development in

zebrafish, we created an early reporter of egr2b expression by

insertion of H2B-Citrine into the egr2b gene locus. We find that

cell identity switching occurs during hindbrain segmentation

and show that this is regulated by coupling between segment

identity and retinoid signaling. Our findings suggest a model in

which r3 and r5 cells that intermingle into adjacent segments

switch identity since they encounter cells with a higher expres-

sion level of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 (Figure 7).

Cell Intermingling and Identity Switching
Cell lineage analysis in the chick hindbrain found that the clonal

progeny of cells labeled before morphological boundaries

are seen can contribute to adjacent segments, but when cells

are labeled after boundary formation clones are confined to
confidence intervals. Since blocking identity switchingwill favor segregation of

to r3 and r5 as well as isolated cells. Asterisks indicate statistical significance

red with control morphants (n = 22): r2, p < 0.0001; r4, p < 0.0001; r6, p = 0.038;

26c1 triple morphants (n = 21) compared with ephA4 morphants (n = 33): r2,

b-expressing cells in r4 (black arrowheads) at 18 hpf (G) comparedwith control

n (Figure S4). (H) Mean number of ectopic egr2b-expressing cells with 95%

lsh’s t test: r2, p = 0.001; r4, p < 0.0001; r6, p = 0.38. Control embryos, n = 6;

otein with anti-GFP antibody (green) and egr2b transcripts (red). The box in the

e indicated area. Following knockdown of ephA4 alone to increase cell inter-

ripts (I). egr2b transcripts are detected in ectopic Citrine-expressing cells when

ckdown (L andM). Empty arrowheads indicate Citrine-expressing cells lacking

express egr2b transcripts. Scale bars: 50 mm.
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Figure 7. Model of cyp26b1, cyp26c1, and hoxb1 in

Cell Identity Switching

(A) Segmental regulation of low cyp26b1 and cyp26c1

expression in r3 (magenta) and high expression in r4

(green) maintains high [RA] in r3 and low [RA] in r4.

(B) In r3, egr2 represses cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression,

which in turn keeps RA levels high, repressing hoxb1

expression. Egr2 also directly autoregulates its own

expression and represses hoxb1 expression. In r4, high

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression maintains a low level of

RA, permitting expression of hoxb1. Hoxb1 autoregulates

its own expression and represses expression of egr2.

(C and E) When an r3 cell intermingles into r4, the sur-

rounding cells have high cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expres-

sion, which reduces the level of RA within the ectopic r3

cell. This promotes upregulation of hoxb1 in the ectopic r3

cell, which represses egr2 expression, causing the r3 cell

to change identity to r4.

(D and F) When an r3 cell intermingles into r4, but cyp26b1

and cyp26c1 are knocked down, the surrounding r4 cells

no longer have high cyp26b1/c1 expression, so RA levels

remain high in the ectopic r3 cell. Consequently, egr2 is not

downregulated in the ectopic r3 cell (F).
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single segments (Fraser et al., 1990). These findings can be ex-

plained by the hierarchical relationships between genes that

regulate segmental identity and cell segregation. The egr2

gene specifies r3 and r5 identity (Schneider-Maunoury et al.,

1993; Voiculescu et al., 2001), which is coupled to A-P specifica-

tion through reciprocal interactions with hox genes (Sham et al.,

1993; Tumpel et al., 2009), and is also a direct transcriptional

regulator of ephA4 (Theil et al., 1998). Signaling between

ephA4 in r3/r5 and ephrins expressed in r2/r4/r6 underlies

morphological boundary formation and the restriction of cell in-

termingling across borders (Cooke et al., 2005; Sela-Donenfeld

et al., 2009; Xu et al., 1995). It is therefore likely that intermingling

between segments is largely confined to the period before

EphA4 has been sufficiently upregulated to mediate cell

segregation. In zebrafish, this period is also when convergent

extension of the neural epithelium occurs, which through cell

intercalation drives extensive intermingling along the A-P axis

(Kimmel et al., 1994). Based on these considerations, detection

of intermingling between segments requires analysis with early

reporters, and can explain why it was not observed in a study

that used reporters expressed one step downstream of egr2

(Calzolari et al., 2014). This latter study used either an egr2 autor-

egulatory element driving GFP or a Gal4 gene trap in egr2b that

drives expression of UAS-mCherry, and reporter expression was

first seen in r5 at 12.8 hpf, �2 hr after egr2b transcripts are de-

tected. Since sharp borders have formed by this stage, it is likely

that intermingling between segments has been restricted by the

time that reporter expression is detected. The reporter line that

we created enables direct detection of H2B-Citrine �1 hr after

egr2b expression, and sensitivity was further increased by

immunodetection of citrine protein.

We find isolated cells expressing H2B-Citrine reporter in even-

numbered segments, which do not have a detectable level of

egr2b transcripts, and express hoxb1a when present in r4.

Thus, r3 and r5 cells that have intermingled into adjacent seg-

ments have switched identity to that of their new neighbors.

One potential mechanism for switching is that, at the new loca-

tion, cells respond to graded signals that specify A-P position.

However, this does not account for the finding that groups of

cells retain their original identity when transplanted to another

segment (Schilling et al., 2001; Trainor and Krumlauf, 2000).

The finding that forced mosaic expression of egr2 in even-

numbered segments can non-autonomously induce egr2

expression (Giudicelli et al., 2001) suggests that this transcrip-

tion factor regulates community signaling. We find that non-

autonomous induction occurs when cells with forced egr2

expression are intermingled with r2, r4, or r6 cells, but not

when egr2-expressing and non-expressing cells are segregated.

The induction of egr2 expression in r2, r4, and r6 cells thus

depends upon the number of egr2-expressing cells that they

contact, suggesting that segmental identity is influenced by

short-range interactions in which the majority wins.

Roles of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1

Previous studies have shown that the A-P specification of hind-

brain segments is mediated by a posterior to anterior gradient of

RA generated by Cyp26 enzymes. There is a distinct expression

and regulation of different cyp26 family members in the hind-

brain. cyp26a1 is expressed in an anterior to posterior gradient
616 Developmental Cell 45, 606–620, June 4, 2018
that forms at early stages and is directly regulated by RA and

FGF signaling (White et al., 2007). In contrast, cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 are not directly regulated by RA, and are expressed in

dynamic segmental patterns (Hernandez et al., 2007; Sirbu

et al., 2005). Since cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 knockdown only has

a strong effect on A-P patterning when combined with

cyp26a1 loss of function, these family members are thought to

have parallel roles. Our findings provide evidence for a distinct

role of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1, in which they underlie identity

switching of egr2-expressing cells that have intermingled into

even-numbered segments.

We show that egr2 underlies the lower level of cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 expression in r3 and r5 compared with r2, r4, and r6.

Since Egr2 is a transcriptional activator, the repression of

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression may be indirect, but there

is evidence that in some contexts Egr2 can act as a repressor

(Desmazieres et al., 2009; Mager et al., 2008; Sevetson et al.,

2000). It is currently not known how cyp26b1 or cyp26c1

expression is regulated in r2, r4, and r6. Although we find

that hoxb1 knockdown has no effect on cyp26b1 or cyp26c1

expression, it is possible that other hox genes are involved.

The expression pattern of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 suggests

that, following initial patterning of the hindbrain by graded

RA, a more complex pattern is formed with higher RA levels

in odd- compared with even-numbered segments. The

currently available transcriptional reporter lines are only sensi-

tive enough to detect the high RA levels present in the spinal

cord (reviewed by Schilling et al., 2016). Techniques for direct

detection of RA have revealed a gradient in the hindbrain

(Shimozono et al., 2013; Sosnik et al., 2016), but, as the

RA levels detected are noisy at the spatial resolution of hind-

brain segments, it is unclear whether there is a continuously

decreasing gradient or a more complex pattern.

A consequence of coupling cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression

levels to segment identity (Figures 7A and 7B) is that, when r3 or

r5 cells intermingle into adjacent segments, they will initially

retain low expression of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1, and are moving

into territory with higher cyp26b1/c1 expression. Previous work

has shown that, in addition to a strong cell autonomous effect

on RA levels, Cyp26 enzymes have a weak non-autonomous

effect on adjacent cells, presumably by acting as a local sink

for RA (Rydeen et al., 2015; Rydeen and Waxman, 2014; White

et al., 2007). This predicts that, when single cells intermingle

into an adjacent segment, the amount of RA they experience

can be influenced by the level of Cyp26 enzymes in their neigh-

bors. We find that knockdown of cyp26b1 plus cyp26c1 leads to

an increase in the number of ectopic egr2-expressing cells in r2

and r4, although not in r6. Furthermore, there is a greater number

of ectopic egr2-expressing cells when intermingling is increased

by simultaneous loss of ephA4 function. Thus, cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 enable the identity switching of r3 and r5 cells that

have intermingled into adjacent segments. The reason why

they are required in r2 and r4, but not r6, is unclear, but may

relate to the anterior to posterior progression of cyp26b1 and

cyp26c1 expression, which is upregulated in r2–r4 at 10 hpf,

and in r6 at 11 hpf (Gu et al., 2005; Hernandez et al., 2007).

This suggests that another mechanism acts to mediate identity

switching in r6 during early stages when intermingling between

segments occurs.



Further evidence for how egr2b is regulatedwhen expressed in

r2, r4, or r6 came from use of a heat shock inducible line to induce

transient egr2b expression, which due to autoregulation is then

maintained throughout the hindbrain. Since ectopic egr2b

expression downregulates cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression in

r2, r4, and r6, this is predicted to increase RA signaling to a similar

level as occurs in r3 and r5.We find that inhibition of RAR function

disrupts the maintenance of egr2b expression in even-numbered

segments, leading to a heterogeneous mixture of expressing and

non-expressing cells. Taken together, these findings reveal that

low RA signaling (high cyp26b1/c1 or inhibition of RAR) promotes

downregulation of egr2b expression in even-numbered seg-

ments, and that high RA (knockdown of cyp26b1/c1, or overex-

pression of egr2, which represses cyp26b1 and cyp26c1) enables

maintenance of egr2 expression. We therefore propose that an

egr2-expressing cell that intermingles into an adjacent segments

is surrounded by cells with a higher level of cyp26b1/c1, which

non-autonomously decreases RA levels in the egr2-expressing

cell and leads to identity switching (Figure 7C). In contrast, such

identity switching does not occur when an egr2-expressing cell

intermingles into territory in which cyp26b1/c1 levels have been

lowered by gene knockdown (Figure 7D).

Relationship between RA Signaling and egr2 Expression
Since dissection of gene regulatory elements has not found any

direct input of RA into regulation of egr2 (Bouchoucha et al.,

2013; Chomette et al., 2006), our findings raise the question of

how changes to RA levels affect egr2 gene expression in even-

numbered segments. We tested a role of hoxb1, since it re-

presses egr2 expression (Giudicelli et al., 2001; Labalette

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2012) and is directly upregulated in r4

and repressed in r3 and r5 by retinoid signaling (Lee and

Skromne, 2014; Marshall et al., 1994; Studer et al., 1994; Tumpel

et al., 2009). Consistent with previous studies (Labalette et al.,

2015; Zigman et al., 2014), we find that knockdown of hoxb1

genes leads to an increase in the number of egr2-expressing

cells in r4. We therefore propose that lower RA levels maintained

by cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 in r4 enable upregulation of hoxb1

expression in r3 and r5 cells that have intermingled, which in

turn represses egr2b expression (Figures 7C and 7E). Following

knockdown of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1, there is a higher level of RA

in r4, which does not promote upregulation of hoxb1, and conse-

quently egr2b expression is maintained (Figures 7D and 7F).

Distinct Regulation of egr2 at Normal and Ectopic
Locations
Whereas single ectopic cells downregulate egr2, we find that

isolated cells can express egr2 when present at the normal

A-P position of r3. This suggests that A-P regulation of egr2

expression is dominant over the proposed community signaling.

Similarly, inhibition of RAR at late stages leads to downregulation

of ectopic egr2 expression in r2, r4, and r6 but does not disrupt

egr2 expression in r3 and r5. These findings are consistent with

the mechanisms that regulate egr2 gene expression. Due to the

combinatorial input of Fgf signaling and Hox and Nlz transcrip-

tion factors, an initiator element that regulates egr2 expression

is strongly activated in r3 but has weak activity in r2 and r4

(Labalette et al., 2015). This generates sufficient Egr2 protein in

r3 to maintain and amplify subsequent expression through an
autoregulatory element (Bouchoucha et al., 2013; Chomette

et al., 2006). Our findings suggest that strong activation of the

initiator element plus autoregulation is able to maintain egr2

gene expression even in single r3 cells flanked by r2 and r4 cells,

which can have non-autonomous effects on RA levels. In

contrast, r3 or r5 cells that intermingle into adjacent segments

are in territory with low activation of the initiator element, and

thus the non-autonomous effects of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 are

able to antagonize the maintenance of egr2 expression.

Community Regulation of Cell Identity
In classical models of community effects, a transcription factor

that specifies cell identity upregulates expression of a signaling

molecule that can induce expression of the transcription factor

in neighboring cells (Bolouri and Davidson, 2010; Buckingham,

2003; Standley et al., 2001). Our findings provide evidence for a

related mechanism, in which coupling between segment identity

and the expression level of retinoid degrading enzymes sets the

amount of RA signaling in a group of cells. The coupling of

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 expression to segment identity can ac-

count for the finding that groups of cells maintain their original

identity when transplanted to another segment (Schilling et al.,

2001; Trainor and Krumlauf, 2000). Consistent with this, mosaic

overexpression of cyp26c1 induced ectopic hoxb1 gene expres-

sionwhenpresent in groups of cells but not in single cells (Lee and

Skromne, 2014). Interestingly, r3 and r5 gene expression

occurred in groups of cells in adjacent segments following

overexpression of truncated EphA4 (Xu et al., 1995), which is pre-

dicted to greatly increase cell intermingling by both blocking Eph

receptor activation and activating ephrin reverse signaling. The

extent of intermingling that occurs during normal development,

or even single Eph receptor knockdown, leads to isolated ectopic

cells that come under the influence of the level of cyp26b1/c1

expression and RAdegradation in neighboring cells. In thismech-

anism, cell identity regulation depends upon howmany neighbors

are of the same or different type, and thus switching does not

occur at borders of segregated cell populations. Thismay provide

a more reliable mechanism for switching than responding to an

RA gradient, which is not able to specify identity along the A-P

axis with single-cell precision (Zhang et al., 2012).
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Software and Algorithms

FIJI (ImageJ) Schneider et al., 2012 N/A

Fluorender N/A N/A
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, David G.

Wilkinson (david.wilkinson@crick.ac.uk).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Maintenance of Zebrafish Strains
Wild type and transgenic zebrafish embryos were obtained by natural spawning and raised at 28.5�C as described (Westerfield,

2007). Embryoswere staged by hours post-fertilization (hpf) at 28.5�Cand/ormorphological features (Kimmel et al., 1995). The zebra-

fish work was carried out under a UK Home Office Licence under the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and underwent full

ethical review.

METHOD DETAILS

Constructs and Transgenesis
pMiniTol2-Pax3CNE1-TKprom-Gal4-UAS:Egr2b-Myc (referred to as CNE1:egr2b-Myc) was created by replacing the H2B-citrine

coding sequence from pMiniTol2-Pax3CNE1-TKprom-Gal4-UAS:H2B-citrine (Moore et al., 2013) with the egr2b coding sequence

and C-terminal Myc tag, amplified from hsp70:Egr2b-Myc-ACG. For transient transgenesis, 15-18 pg DNA and 36 pg Tol2 transpo-

sase RNA were injected into one-cell stage embryos.

The HS:egr2b-Myc;aCrystallin-GFP expression vector was generated using plasmids from the Tol2Kit (Kwan et al., 2007) and

pDestTol2pACryGFP destination vector (Addgene plasmid #64022) (Berger and Currie, 2013). The egr2b middle entry vector

(pME-egr2b) was created byBP recombination between the pDONR-221 vector and the egr2b coding sequence (Oxtoby and Jowett,

1993) flanked by attB sites. The mBait-H2B-Citrine donor plasmid was generated by insertion of a cFos minimal promoter, mBait

gRNA target site, H2B-Citrine coding sequence and SV40 polyadenylation signal into a pBluescript II KS backbone.

The Tg[egr2b:H2B-Citrine] line (fci3) was generated by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated insertion using the strategy described in (Kimura

et al., 2014). Embryos were injected at the one cell stage with Cas9 mRNA (350 pg), mBait gRNA (50 pg), gRNA (100 pg) targeting a

sequence 893 bp upstream of the transcriptional start site of Egr2b (ATTCTGAGCTATCCAGTACGG), and mBait-H2B-Citrine donor

plasmid (10-20 pg). CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutation of the ephA4 and cyp26c1 genes was carried out using the gRNAs described

in Table S1. The hs-egr2b line (fci4) was generated by injection of an Hsp70:Egr2b-Myc;aCrystallin-GFP expression vector.

Morpholino Injection
Morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs) were obtained from GeneTools (Oregon, USA) and were aliquoted and stored at room temper-

ature in glass vials. MOswere injected into the yolk of blastomeres at the 1-4 cell stage in combination with a p53 translation-blocking

MO to block off–target effectsmediated by activation of apoptotic pathways (Gerety andWilkinson, 2011; Robu et al., 2007). 4 ngMO

was injected, except for ephA4 MO for which 5 ng was used. The MOs used are as follows: egr2b translation-blocking MO (AGTTT

TAGCTGTCATCGTGAAGTCC); egr2a translation-blocking MO (CATGTGCTCCATGTTGGGAAGATTT); ephA4 (Cooke et al., 2005);

cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 (Hernandez et al., 2007); hoxb1a and hoxb1b (McClintock et al., 2002); p53 (Langheinrich et al., 2002). Control

morphant embryos were injected with a corresponding amount of the standard control MO (GeneTools). egr2a and egr2b MO block

egr2b autoregulation and cause loss of r3 and r5 as occurs in an egr2b zebrafish mutant (Bouchoucha et al., 2013) and egr2 mouse

mutant (Schneider-Maunoury et al., 1993; Voiculescu et al., 2001). All other MOs used have previously been characterized and their

efficacy and specificity demonstrated as follows. ephA4 MO blocks generation of EphA4 protein and disrupts the sharpening of the

r2/r3, r3/r4 and r5/r6 borders (Cooke et al., 2005; Terriente et al., 2012); we show that the same phenotype occurs in an ephA4mutant

(fci2) which has a 4 bp deletion at residue 158 in the ligand-binding domain (Figure S1). cyp26b1 MO and cyp26c1 MO cause

posteriorisation of the hindbrain when combined with a cyp26a1 mutant, and this is phenocopied by chemical blocking of Cyp26

enzymes (Hernandez et al., 2007). We show that the phenotype of ectopic egr2-expressing cells seen in morphants also occurs

in cyp26c1 mutant embryos (Figure S3). hoxb1a MO disrupts hoxb1a autoregulation, and hoxb1b MO causes a decreased size

of r4 and increase in r3 (McClintock et al., 2002); the same phenotypes but more severe are seen in hoxb1a and hoxb1b mutants
e2 Developmental Cell 45, 606–620.e1–e3, June 4, 2018
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(Weicksel et al., 2014; Zigman et al., 2014). p53 MO blocks activation of apoptotic pathways, as also occurs in p53 mutant zebrafish

(Gerety and Wilkinson, 2011; Langheinrich et al., 2002; Robu et al., 2007).

Pharmacological and Heat Shock Treatments
To block RA signaling, dechorionated embryos were treated with 10 mM AGN193109 in 2% DMSO in 0.65x Danieau’s solution;

control embryos were treated with 2%DMSO in 0.65x Danieau’s solution. For induction of heat shock regulated constructs, embryos

were placed at 36�C for 30 min in pre-warmed 0.65 x Danieau’s solution at the stages indicated.

Cell Transplantation
Donor embryos were injected at the 1 cell stage with 100 pg H2B-eGFP RNA. Cell transplantation was performed at 4 hpf, with donor

cells targeted to the future hindbrain based on fate maps (Kimelman and Martin, 2012).

In Situ Hybridization and Immunocytochemistry
Embryos of the desired stage were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS for 3 h at room temperature or overnight at 4�C. Fixed
embryos were stored in 100% methanol at �20�C prior to processing by in situ hybridization or immunocytochemistry. Probes

used for in situ hybridization have been previously described: egr2b (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993); citrine (Megason, 2009); hoxb1a

(McClintock et al., 2001); cyp26b1 (Zhao et al., 2005); cyp26c1 (formerly known as cyp26d1) (Gu et al., 2005). Antisense riboprobes

were labeled with digoxigenin-UTP or fluorescein-UTP. In situ hybridization and color development with BCIP/NBT or Fast Blue was

conducted as previously described (Lauter et al., 2011; Xu et al., 1994). Two color fluorescent in situ hybridization was carried out

using Fast Blue and Fast Red substrates. After BCIP/NBT color development, embryos were re-fixed, cleared in 70% glycerol/

PBS, and mounted for imaging using a Zeiss Axioplan2 with Axiocam HRc camera. In some experiments (Figures 6I–6M), egr2b

transcripts were detected by hybridization chain reaction (HCR) using the protocol detailed in (Choi et al., 2016). A kit containing

a DNAprobe set, a DNAHCR amplifier, and hybridization, wash and amplification buffers was purchased fromMolecular Instruments

(molecularinstruments.org). The egr2b probes initiate B5 (Alexa594) amplifier.

For immunocytochemistry, embryos were fixed for 2 h at room temperature in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed in PBT, then

dechorionated and blocked for 1 h in 5% goat serum in PBT. Primary antibodies were used at the following concentrations in

2.5% goat serum: rabbit anti-GFP (1:500; 1:400 after in situ hybridization); Myc (1:400 after in situ hybridization). Secondary

antibodies were used at the following concentrations: goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor� 488 (IgG H + L) (1:500 dilution); goat anti-mouse

Alexa Fluor� 488 (IgG H + L) (1:500 dilution). Embryos were incubated in DAPI to stain nuclei. Embryos were then cleared in 70%

glycerol/PBS, and mounted for imaging on a Leica TCS SP2 confocal microscope or Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscope.

Live Imaging and Analysis
Dechorionated embryos were embedded in 0.6% low melting agarose (Sigma)/0.5x Danieau’s solution within a 1% agarose

(Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc.)/0.5x Danieau’s solution-coated chambered coverslip with individual embryo-shaped wells filled with

0.5x Danieau’s solution. Embryos were imaged using an inverted Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope with 20x lens, NA 0.8. Z-stacks

with a slice depth of 2 mmwere acquired every 3 minutes. ImageJ (NIH) was used for image processing. The Correct 3D Drift ImageJ

plug-in (Parslow et al., 2014) was used to correct for 3D drift in time lapse movies. FluoRender v. 2.20.0 (University of Utah) was used

to create 3D projections.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification of Ectopic Cells
The number of cells in r2, r4 and r6 that express egr2b transcripts and/or H2B-citrine reporter was manually counted from confocal

stacks. Statistical significance was determined using Welsh’s T test in GraphPad Prism 7 as indicated in the Figure legends.
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Figure S1, related to Figure 3. Analysis of ephA4 mutant embryos 
(A, B): An ephA4 mutant has disrupted sharpening of the r2/r3, r3/r4 and r5/r6 borders. 
MO-mediated knockdown disrupts ephA4 function since the same phenotype occurs in 
ephA4 morphant embryos (Cooke et al., 2005; Terriente et al., 2012). 
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Figure S2, related to Figure 4. Analysis of egr2 knockdown embryos
(A-H): Knockdown of egr2a and egr2b results in loss of egr2b expression in r3 and severe 
reduction of expression in r5* at 17 hpf (E) compared to control embryos (A). Following loss 
of r3 territory, the flanking segments still express hox genes that mark r2 (hoxa2) and r4 
(hoxb1 plus hoxa2): compare controls (B-D) with egr2 knockdown embryos (F-H). A-C and 
E-G are single in situ hybridizations, and D, H are double in situ hybridizations, as indicated. 
Scale bar: 50 μm.
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Figure S3, related to Figure 6A-E. cyp26c1 mutant embryos have ectopic egr2-expressing cells 
(A-D): Expression of egr2 was analyzed in cyp26c1 mutant embryos. Ectopic egr2-expressing cells 
were observed in r2 and r4 (arrowheads), as seen in morphants (Fig.6B). That this phenotype occurs 
following inactivation of cyp26c1 alone suggests that RA levels in r2 and r4 are altered sufficiently 
to disrupt identity switching. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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Figure S4, related to Figure 6F-H. hoxb1 knockdown does not alter cyp26b1 or cyp26c1 expression 
(A-H): hoxb1a and hoxb1b were knocked down and expression of cyp26b1 and cyp26c1 analyzed. 
While knockdown of hoxb1 increases the size of r3 at the expense of r4, cyp26b1 is still highly 
expressed in r4 at 13 hpf (B) and 15 hpf (E), as in control embryos (A, E). Similarly, cyp26c1 is still 
expressed in r4 of hoxb1 morphants at 13 hpf (D) and 15 hpf (H), as in control embryos (C, G). 
Embryos in are flat-mounted with anterior to the top. Scale bars: 50 μm.



Table S1. Related to STAR Methods section. Oligonucleotides used in the paper 
   

      
      Cloning oligos 

    

 
Name Sequence 5'–3' Target 

  

 

egr2b-attB F GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTGGACTTCACGATGACAGCTAAAACTTTG egr2b for Gateway pME 

  

 

egr2b-attB R GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTGGTTTGAACTGGACGAGCAGATGC egr2b for Gateway pME 

  

 

egr2b-Myc Amp F GATCGTCGACGCTGGACTTCACGATGACA egr2b-Myc for CNE1:egr2b-Myc 

  

 

egr2b-Myc Amp R GGATCATCATCGATGGTAC egr2b-Myc for CNE1:egr2b-Myc 

  

 

mBait insertion F AGCGCGGCTGCTGCGGTTCCAGAGGTGGATCGATCTCGAGAAGCTTGACGT annealed 

  

 

mBait insertion R CAAGCTTCTCGAGATCGATCCACCTCTGGAACCGCAGCAGCCGCGCT annealed 

  

 

H2B-Citrine-pA F GATCAAGCTTCTGCAGTCGACGGTACCGCCACC H2B-Citrine-polyA 

  

 

H2B-Citrine-pA R CGCCGCGGCCGCGAATTAAAAAACCTCCCACAC H2B-Citrine-polyA 

  

 

cFos insertion F CGATCCAGTGACGTAGGAAGTCCATCCATTCACAGCGCTTCTATAAAGGCGCCAGCTGA 
GGCGCCTACTACTCCAACCGCGACTGCAGCGAGCAACTA 

annealed 

  

 

cFos insertion R AGCTTAGTTGCTCGCTGCAGTCGCGGTTGGAGTAGTAGGCGCCTCAGCTGGCGCCTTTATAGA
AGCGCTGTGAATGGATGGACTTCCTACGTCACTGGAT 

annealed 

  

      Morpholinos 
    

 
Name Sequence 5'–3' Target Reference Dose 

 Standard control MO CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA   4–5 ng/embryo 

 

p53 MO GCGCCATTGCTTTGCAAGAATTG p53 Langheinrich et al., 
2002 4 ng/embryo 

 
egr2b MO AGTTTTAGCTGTCATCGTGAAGTCC egr2b this study 4 ng/embryo 

 
egr2a MO CATGTGCTCCATGTTGGGAAGATTT egr2a  this study 4 ng/embryo 

 
ephA4 MO AACACAAGCGCAGCCATTGGTGTC ephA4  Cooke et al., 2005 5 ng/embryo 

 

cyp26b1 MO CTCGAAGAGCATGGCTGTGAACGTC cyp26b1  Hernandez et al., 2007 4 ng/embryo 



 

cyp26c1 MO AAACTCGGTTATCCTCACCTTGCGC cyp26c1  Hernandez et al., 2007 4 ng/embryo 

 

hoxb1a MO GGAACTGTCCATACGCAATTAA hoxb1a McClintock et al., 2002 4 ng/embryo 

 

hoxb1b MO AATTCATTGTTGACTGACCAAGCAA hoxb1b  McClintock et al., 2002 4 ng/embryo 

      
gRNAs 

    

 
Name Sequence 5'–3' Target Reference Dose 

 
egr2b (GG)ATTCTGAGCTATCCAGTACGG egr2b this study 10 pg/embryo 

 
mBait GGCTGCTGCGGTTCCAGAGGTGG mBait this study 50 pg/embryo 

 
cyp26c1 1 CCATGGATCCCTGCGGGAGTGGG cyp26c1 this study 32 pg/embryo 

 
cyp26c1 2 GGCCAGCCCATGGATCCCTGCGG cyp26c1 this study 32 pg/embryo 

 
ephA4 CCTGCGTGAAGCTTTCATCAGCC ephA4 this study 32 pg/embryo 

      

gRNA oligos 
    

 
Name Sequence 5'–3' Target 

  

 
egr2b F TAGGATTCTGAGCTATCCAGTA egr2b 

  

 
egr2b R AAACTACTGGATAGCTCAGAAT egr2b 

  

 
mBait F TAGGCTGCTGCGGTTCCAGAGG mBait 

  

 
mBait R AAACCCTCTGGAACCGCAGCAG mBait 

  

      	 	



Target sequences for HCR detection of egr2b transcripts 
   

  

Sequences 5'-3' Target Reference 
 

  

 
CTGACAGCTTTCCACATGTAACGCTTCGTGCGCGCGTTCGCACAGACACAAC 
ATTCTGTGAACATCCGAGCGAGTGCTTCTTAGGACTTCACGATGACAGCTAA 
ACGGGGATATGAGCACGGAGAAGCGCGCCCTCGACTTAGCCTACTCCAGCAG 
GACCAGTGCCTGACGGACCCCGGCTACCCACAGCTTACACTCCGCAGAATTT 
GCATCTATTCGGTGGACGAGCTTGCCACAACACTGCCAGCCTCTGTGACTAT 
ATAACGATTTAGGAGGACATTACGAGCAGATAAACGCAGGAGATGGCCTGAT 
TCGCGCAACCAGCTGGCCCTCGCAACCAAACTTTTACCTACATGGGAAAGTT 
CCATCGACTCCCAGTACCCGGGAAACTGGAACCCAGAGGGCGTGATCAACAT 
AGTCGCATGCTGACTGACCCAAACGCACTTTGTTTGAATATTTAGGCCAATT 
CAAACTAAACTTTCAAGGAGGTGTCTAACATCACTATTTTCTCCCATCGTCG 
ACTGTTATACATGTATTTGTTATGAAGTGACTAACGCGGGTCAATAATGTCC 
CTTTGGAGAAAGCCCCTGTGAGTCTCGGTGGCTTTGTGCACCCTCTTGCCGA 
TCTCATATCCTCCGCCATCCTACTCCTCTCCAAAGCCAAACGCCGACTCTGG 
TGTTCCCTATAATCCCGGACTACGCCGGCTTTTTCCAACCTCCGTGCCAGAG 
AATTACCGCCTCCTCTAACCCCCCTGAACACTATCAGGAACTTCACGCTAGG 
AGTTCGCGAGGAGCGACGAAAGAAAGAGACACACCAAAATCCACCTGCGACA 
AAGAGCGAAAGTCCTCCTCGTCGTCCACAGGAGTGTCCAGCTCAGAGCGCGG 
TCGCCACGAGCATCTGCTCGTCCAGTTCAAACCAGTGAACTTTCAACTGGAC 
TGCAATATCCAACACTATGTAGGCAATACAATAATGCACCGTTCGTGTTTTA 
AAAACTGGGTGGACTGATGAGGTGAAATCAAACCACAGTGCCAAACATGGAC 

 
egr2b 

 
this study 
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